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Mycophagy & Methodology 
Since joining the NYMS, I’ve learned from members a great many ways to 

prepare the different species of mushrooms we find. Our people pickle and 
preserve. Some deep-fry, fritter, and fricassee. Others sauté, flambé, gratiné, 
and duxelles. We’re a diverse lot, and that spectrum of kitchen wisdom comes 
in handy when facing an abundance of a particular choice edible (like a single 
40-pound hen of the woods) - and even more so when faced with less choice 
options. 
Case in point... If you were so lucky to attend Catskill Weekend this year, you 
would have enjoyed some epic merriment and many outstanding meals (e.g., 
Paul Sadowski’s paella; Karen Schechner’s wine selections; Laura Biscotto’s 
wild apple sauce). But our timing was off for big fruitings of all the fall edibles – 
except for Pleurotus ostreatus. For the Saturday night meal, our kitchen  
crew had many, many pounds to work with. But when cooked in a skillet,  
I find the taste and texture of sautéed oysters innocuous at best (insipid is a 
better word).
There’s maybe no single trick I’ve found more useful for many species of wild 
mushrooms than high-temperature roasting. Certain fungi really benefit from 
a big blast of dry heat. Whether that’s on a sheet pan in the oven (400-450°), 
on a barbecue grill, or even directly over a wood fire. A total transformation of 
Snoopy-dance deliciousness that could never happen on a cooktop. 
I reserve this approach for really meaty species that hold a lot of water. Oysters. 
Hens. Blewits. West Coast chanterelles. I want to get that moisture out as fast 
as possible, so that it doesn’t collect and braise the mushrooms. Even when 
sautéing button Agaricus from the store, you don’t want to crowd your pan for 
this same reason - you want the mushrooms to brown. 
Browning is mushroom magic. I’ve heard some people call this “caramelization” 
but that is a criminal understatement. Caramelization is the browning reaction of 
sugars, which deepens flavors and enhances color. But because fungi are also 
rich in free amino acids, they produce Maillard reactions – the same browning 
processes that give a well-seared ribeye its meaty flavor. 
Named after early 20th c. French physician Louis Camille Maillard, this type of 
browning is “more complex and flavorful than caramelized flavors because the 
involvement of the amino acids adds nitrogen and sulfur atoms to the mix” of 
carbohydrates, which in turn produce a spectrum of new flavor and aroma  
molecules that we humans happen to find so unique and delicious that we  
gave it a special name (umami).1

So Catskill Weekend 2014 was the year of the roasted oyster. We had them 
crisped into chips for salty appetizers; tucked into baked custards for a starter; 
added late to the braise of coq au vin; and inside tender omelets with fresh 
herbs the next morning. We roasted pan after pan of them until they were all 
gone – and by the end of the weekend, they were just that. Disappointment  
was never so delicious.
1 McGee, Harold. On Food & Cooking: The Science and Lore of the Kitchen. (New York, NY:  
Scribner, 2004) p. 778-9
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NYMS Annual Gathering 2015 - SAVE THE DATE!
When: Saturday January 31st, 2015, 6-9pm 
Where: SoHo, NYC 

What:  An innovative twist on our annual mushroom feast,  
in a lively social setting 

How to RSVP: Watch your email inbox - invite forthcoming by December 20th!

Winter Lecture Series 2015 

The NYMS’s annual off-season series of talks is taking shape. Our official 
speakers this year will include: 
• Elinoar Shavit – Wednesday, February 25th – Desert Truffles 
• Tom Bigelow – Wednesday, March 25th – (topic TBA)
• Michael Wood – Friday, April 24th – California Mushrooms & Mykoweb.com

All lectures will be held at the Horticultural Society of New York  
(http://www.thehort.org/).

Remember! 
Stay responsibly in touch with us.  
If your telephone number, mailing  
or email address changes, please 

contact Paul Sadowski, Secretary 
with your new information. On your 
membership form, please consider 

going paperless when it comes to 

receiving these newsletters. Newslet-
ters sent via email (PDF file format) 
are in color, have live web links,  
help us contain costs, and use  
fewer natural resources! 

NYMS walks policy: We meet when 
public transportation arrives. Check 
the walks schedule for other trans-
portation notes. Walks last 5-6 hours 
and are of moderate difficulty except 
where noted. Bring your lunch, water, 
knife, a whistle (in case you get lost or 
injured), and a basket for mushrooms. 
Please let a walk leader know if you 
are going to leave early.
Leaders have discretion to cancel 
walks in case of rain or very dry  
conditions. Be sure to check your 
email or contact the walk leader  
before a walk to see if it has been 
canceled for some reason.  
Nonmembers’ attendance is $5 for  
an individual and $10 for a family.

We ask that members refrain from  
visiting walk sites two weeks prior  
to the walk.

Warning: Many mushrooms are toxic. 
Neither the Society nor individual 
members are responsible for the iden-
tification or edibility of any fungus.

Editor—Jason Cortlund 

Copy editor—Paul Sadowski  
Design—Laurie Murphy 

A quarterly publication of the  
New York Mycological Society,  
distributed to its members. 
President—Eugenia Bone 

Vice President—Dennis Aita
Secretary—Paul Sadowski
Treasurer—Marija Zeremski
Walks Coordinator—Dennis Aita
Lecture Coordinator—Gary Lincoff
Study Group—Paul Sadowski
Archivist—Ralph Cox
www.newyorkmyc.org
Articles should be sent to: 
Jason Cortlund 

2803 Lafayette Ave 

Austin, TX 78722 

cortlund@antiquirk.com
512.297.5258
Membership inquiries: 
Marija Zeremski—Seferovic 

New York Mycological Society 

215 Grand St. 3R 

Hoboken, NJ 07030
marija_zeremski@yahoo.com
Address corrections: 
Paul Sadowski
205 E. 94 St., #9
New York, NY 10128-3780
pabloski1@verizon.net
All statements and opinions written in this 
newsletter belong solely to the individual 
author and in no way represent or reflect 
the opinions or policies of the New York 
Mycological Society. To receive this publica-
tion electronically contact Paul Sadowski at: 
pabloski1@verizon.net  Archive copies of the 
newsletter are available in the Downloads 
section of our website.
Submissions for the next issue of the  
NYMS newsletter must reach the editor  
by February 15, 2015. Various formats are  
acceptable for manuscripts. Address  
questions to Jason Cortlund, editor.  
See above for addresses.
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January 31st,  
NYMS Annual Gathering 2015 
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4  COMA’s Clark Rogerson Foray
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COMA’s Clark Rogerson Foray 
Just Keeps Getting Better 
By JJ Murphy 

“It’s not growing out of the acorn cap,” said Gary Lincoff, this foray‘s Chief 
Mycologist, as he studied what I thought was an exciting find. “It’s mycorrhizal. 
If it were growing from the acorn cap, we’d be able to cultivate it. We cannot 
cultivate Russulas.” Gary notices the most minute details; there was a tiny hole 
in the acorn cap through which the mycelia had been growing.
The learning never stops, especially at a COMA foray. I was so sure I’d get 
a prize for the cutest mushroom. But mycologists look at the fungi kingdom 
through a very different lens. 
Meanwhile, another fungal find made Gary’s eyes light up. “We need to look 
at this more carefully,” he said, examining the fungal growth on a wallet found 
tossed in the woods. “I supposed you didn’t notice the decomposing body,” 
he said to Taro Ietaka, who found the wallet. We all laughed. Gary has a comic 
timing that resonates with mycologists who typically ignore all other distractions 

in pursuit of mushrooms. I’m sure Gary will tell us what he learns from the fungi 
growing on this odd substrate.
COMA’s Clark Rogerson Foray has the same basic elements of any other foray, 
but it’s a smaller event, allowing for an intimacy that adds a special dimension 
to the experience.
It has been a very dry season, but when you send 80 or 90 mycologists out in to 
the field, they will find mushrooms. I was delighted to see the Cordyceps and its 

false truffle safely transported to the sorting room.
I was pretty sure I heard Larry Millman say that most polypores grow on wood. 
So when I found this growing right in the middle of the trail, I thought I had 
something special. Now, I stare at my notes in confusion. Was this Coltricia  

perrenis? Did I fail to collect the entire stipe?
I spent some time in the field, but most of my time in the kitchen, witnessing 
Joe and Kathy Brandt create mushroom magic, preparing dishes that tasted 
even better than they looked. I am always happy to chop onions or wash dishes 
just to see how they skillfully incorporate mushrooms into a dozen dishes. Their 
vegan and gluten free dishes were as tasty as the dishes for omnivores. I felt 
really pretty in the apron Kathy sewed and embroidered for every person who 
helped in the kitchen.
Most forays have one mycophagy event, but COMA has two. The first was a 
potluck. We have some very creative and talented members. And these are not 
simple tastings. They are family style culinary celebrations. 
Evenings at most forays are dedicated to lectures. Bill Yule, Larry Millman, and 
Gary Lincoff are all engaging storytellers. You realize later, if you take good 
notes, how much information they skillfully weave in to their presentations.
Just in case you have not had enough to eat, most forays feature a social every 
night, where even more fungal creativity can be found. During the COMA so-
cials, I sampled black trumpet vodka (3 different recipes) that was really smooth 
and flavorful. The chanterelle vodka was inspired. People made beverages from 
chaga, cookies from candy cap mushrooms – and of course there was wine, 
fruit and cheese. It’s amazing any of us got up early, feeling fit and ready to hit 
the trail.

Saturday evening things 
wrap up as awards 
are presented for truly 
fascinating fungal finds 
and any other mushroom-
related entertainment. 
Thanks to Sandy Scheine, 
I learned that COMA has 
been around since 1975 
and it is still going strong 

- a lot like Sandy and 
Gerry Scheine who have 

been there since  

the beginning.
This is the only foray that features a “tchotchke auction.” Leon Shernoff and 
Joe Brandt shine as comic auctioneers. While this COMA fundraiser has some 
trinkets, members also contribute many valuable books, tools and mushroom 
goodies. I was outbid twice by my fellow mycophiles.
Events like this are a huge undertaking, especially for an individual club.  
But COMA has strong and dedicated members. Their diligence has paid  
off over time. People traveled from Michigan, Maryland, Pennsylvania,  
Massachusetts and New Jersey. Of course Connecticut and New York  
were very well represented –  
by COMA members and  
members of many other clubs,  
including NYMS.
COMA and NYMS have had  
a strong relationship as long  

as I have been involved. It 
feels good to be a member  

of two such strong organi-
zations supported by truly 
knowledgeable, creative  
and nurturing people.

Shiitake/Maitake Bacon 
Recipe 
By Jason Cortlund 
Upon seeing some lovely heads of 

frisee at my local market, I had a  
craving for salad lyonnaise – dressing 
the greens with a mustardy vinaigrette 
and serving it with a freshly poached 

egg and hot lardons of good bacon. 
One of my favorites – but not  
everyone in my household is  
porcine compatible. 
I had seen “shiitake bacon” on a  
couple restaurant menus in the last 
year and made a mental note to 

reverse engineer a version sometime. 
Perfect opportunity. Fresh shiitakes or 
even hen of the woods (on the young-
er, more tender side) would work for 
this approach to fake bacon. 
• 1lb fresh shiitakes or young maitake, 
sliced very thin 

•1 ½ t.  smoked salt (plus more  
to taste after roasting) 

• Fresh, coarse ground pepper 
• ½ c. maple syrup 
• ½ c. frying oil (I use half-and-half 
Spanish olive oil for flavor and grape-
seed  oil to raise the smoke point)
Heat oven to 400 degrees. 
Slice your mushrooms as thin as 
possible with a very sharp knife. Toss 
them in a large bowl with the smoked 
salt, pepper, maple syrup, and an 
extra dash of your cooking oil. Let  
this sit for at least 10-15 minutes. 
Heat a large cookie sheet in the  
oven. When hot, add your frying  
oil and return it to the oven for 5  
minutes to heat up. 
Drain your mushrooms, reserving  
the liquid for later use. Spread the 
drained mushrooms in the hot, oiled 
pan and return to middle rack of oven. 
Roast for 20-30 minutes, stirring 
checking every 10 minutes. When 
the mushrooms are almost all crispy 
brown, stir in the reserved maple 

syrup liquid and return to the oven  
until it has evaporated. The mushroom 
bacon is done when it is crispy almost 

completely dry.
Remove from oven and taste for  

seasoning. Finish with extra  
smoked salt and pepper to taste.©
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What’s in That Package of  
Porcini? 
By Dennis Aita 
Ever wonder what’s in that package of dried porcini that you bought in an Ital-
ian food store or fancy food emporium? Recently (September 2014), English 
mycologists (Dentinger and others) at Kew Gardens purchased a bag of dried 
porcini at a SW London store that just happened to come from China. They 
picked out 15 random pieces and then did a DNA analysis. Lo and behold, they 
found three new species of porcini, previously undescribed!  
Porcini is an Italian word that refers to Boletus edulis and its close relatives (in 
France they are known as cepes). What they all have in common is white, mild-
tasting flesh that does not change color when exposed to air, spores that are 
either yellow-brown or olive-brown, a stalk with an enlarged base and a raised 
netted (reticulated) pattern at least over the uppermost portion, and a layer of 
tangled white cotton-like hyphae that covers the immature tubes which is often 
called “stuffed pores”. They are some of the best edibles in the world with their 
sweet taste, and strong and alluring characteristic aroma.  
Back in 2010, Dentinger and a group of world-renowned mycologists (includ-
ing Roy Halling from the NY Botanical Gardens) were part of a major molecular 
phylogenetic study of worldwide porcini. First, they analyzed 41 bolete taxa 
(species and varieties) looking at four genetic loci (three nuclear and one mito-
chondrial) including boletes that were obviously in the porcini group, some that 
definitely weren’t, and some that were questionable (see below). They found 
that porcini (Boletus section Boletus) are a monophyletic group. Those that look 
like porcini in the strict sense (see above) were genetically very similar to each 
other, but genetically different from the other boletes in the study.  
Then they did a nuclear ITS analysis of porcini (and very similar boletes) using 
78 sequences worldwide. They came out with 18 distinct monophyletic spe-
cies of porcini (several boletes similar to B. edulis seem to only be varieties or 

subspecies and may not actually be separate species). The greatest diversity of 
species was seen in eastern and western North America (but the authors noted 
that the majority of herbarium collections and study has been done in North 
American and Europe). They expected to see more new species from other 
places in the world, in particular from China, in the future, Three years later 
three new species were found in that bag of porcini bought in London! You can 
bet that more will be described in the future.  
In Italy and other parts of Europe, it has long been considered a given that there 
are only four species of porcini (Boletus section Boletus): Boletus edulis, B. 

aereus, B. reticulatus (aestivalis), and B. pinophilus (pinicola). While there appear 
to be several varieties of B. edulis in Europe, DNA analysis from this study and 
other European studies show that there may only be four porcini species there. 
But things get even more interesting in other parts of the world. 
Porcini are found in the wild in many parts of the Northern hemisphere and have 
been introduced in the Southern hemisphere where they are found in tree plan-
tations. Here in the Northeast one can find seven recognized porcini species 
plus at least two varieties of B. edulis in the wild or with planted imported trees. 
Species include: B. variipes, B. nobilissimus, B. atkinsonii, B. edulis, B. subcaer-

ulescens, B. pinophilus, B. chippewaensis; the first three under oaks, the others 
under conifers. B. clavipes and B. aurantioruber are two of the varieties/subspe-
cies of B. edulis; the first is common under hemlocks (and looks very much like 
B. edulis), the second rarer (at least to me) under conifers. (It does look very 
different and I am surprised that it is so close to B. edulis genetically.) 
The 2010 study also included two boleti that I had considered porcini – Boletus 

nobilis and B. separans (both can be common in our Eastern beech woods in 
rainy summers). But they were found to be genetically different from the porcini 

group. They also differ in that they don’t have those “stuffed” pores when young 
and don’t have an enlarged base. They also lack much of that very special por-
cini aroma. 
Now let me tell you about another package of dried porcini. This one was pur-
chased in NYC in the spring of 2001 with the name of Urbani Truffles, a major 
Italian truffle/mushroom company, on the label. I paid $28 for the pound bag, 
a surprising price that was about $20-25 cheaper than the typical going rate 
for porcini at that time. I could sense that something was amiss as soon as I 
opened the package. A noticeable aroma of smoke with only a modest porcini 
aroma was sensed. It was even more noticeable when reconstituting some of 
the dried porcini pieces, and cooking with these porcini did not yield especially 
delicious dishes.  
At some point I looked at the back label and saw that they weren’t just from Ita-
ly (more on that later) but consisted of Chinese as well as Italian fungi. I decided 
to pursue the matter further and, with the help of fellow NYMS club member 
Aaron Norarevian, we took a closer look. I bought another bag from a different 
store. It was clear that there were other boleti in these packages that were not 
porcini. We saw some small, thin boleti with inrolled margins, shiny glutinous 
caps, and dots on their stems indicating Suillus. We also saw medium-sized 
mushrooms with yellow flesh and no reticulations on their stems. A little micro-
scope work showed very small spores (unlike anything in Europe for porcini) 
for most of the mushrooms that we checked, and a gelatinous cuticle for those 
little things (once again indicating Suillus).  
I did write to the company at their main US office here in NYC. At that time, 
they were on the NYMS membership list! I explained what I had found, and the 
fact that they were driving out the real porcini from the market. Almost all of the 
stores I checked had this cheaper, inferior product such that at that time it was 
very difficult to find quality Italian porcini in NYC.   
The Urbani office in NYC never responded to my letter and their membership 
lapsed. As I later found out, the heads of the American distributorship were 
successfully sued in federal court by the home-based Italian company for even 
more serious financial finagling. 
So what’s in that bag of porcini that you bought that was packaged in Italy? 
Almost certainly much (dare I say most) of the dried “Italian” porcini that we see 
here is not picked in Italy! With the breakup of the Iron Curtain some 25 years 
ago, an increasing amount of porcini (both fresh and dried) had been exported 
to Italy from the poorer Southeastern European countries where there is less 
of a tradition of eating mushrooms. These exports provide an extra source of 
income for the local people. Some of the dried porcini from countries such as 
Croatia, Serbia, Montenegro, and Bulgaria then makes it here to the US. Back in 
the 90s, I bought a two-kilo bag of “Yugoslavian” dried porcini from a wholesal-
er two blocks away from my home that was very, very cheap, and yet very good 
(the wholesalers were also members of the NYMS at that time).  
For some time now I have thought that the importation from southeastern Euro-
pean countries into Italy of porcini a good thing. Many Italians consider Boletus 

aereus, which grows under chestnut and oak trees, as the best of the group. 
Supposedly it is less common than the other European species. I find it highly 
unlikely that too many of them get dried in Italy for the commercial market when 
a lot of locals are in the woods looking for porcini in season, seemingly every 
restaurant offers fresh porcini in dishes when available, and one sees fresh por-
cini in many markets that are often imported when weather conditions are better 
elsewhere. Fresh porcini have far more value than dried in many places, but that 
is especially true in Italy. So, it is a very good thing that choice porcini comes 
into Italy from other parts of Europe. 

 ©2014 Photos by Sue Van Hook  
People’s Climate March Ecovative

©Photos by Joan Kutcher  
Amanita

Hydnum repandum (hedgehog)

CROATION HUNT,  

(cont’d from p.8)
From Plitvice we made our way 
across the mountains, stopping along 
the road to buy some local sheep’s 
cheese, half fresh and half smoked.  
A few zigs and zags and we arrived at 
the incredible Dalmation Coast, to the 
town of Zadar.  By now I realized that 
using AirBnB meant having an apart-
ment right in the center of the old 

town, which meant at least 3 flights 
of stairs, which meant going up and 
down those stairs a number of times 
if I wanted to see anything other than 

the apartment walls.  I loved having 
our own little apartments, and the 
chance it gave us to meet the locals 
and talk politics, get recommenda-
tions for the best restaurants and do 
the laundry, but my knees will never 
forgive me.  We started out in Zadar 
with an informal tour of the market 
with our host.  Along the way I spot-
ted a huge bundle of dried porcini and 
snapped them up for the wondrous 
price of about $18.  What I discovered 
later was that they’d been dried over 

wood smoke, and even after wrapping 
them in many layers, all my clothes 

smelled of smoky porcini for the rest 
of the trip. 
(Ed: Part 2 will be published inthenext NYMS 

newsletter.)



©Photo by TNoel Siegel

Alissa Allen’s Dye Workshop 
By Kay Spurlock 
On July 20, Alissa Allen from Mycopigments (http://mycopigments.com)  
conducted a workshop for NYMS on dyeing wool and silk with mushroom-
based dyes.  She focuses her workshops on using the mushroom and lichen 
species found in the local environment. 
The event was held at an artist studio space in Red Hook, Brooklyn with  
plenty of room and a garage door-sized opening to the outside (thank you Tom 
Bigelow!). Alissa was assisted by Noah Siegel, who made sure everything ran 
smoothly. Noah was also kind enough to photograph us with the rainbow of 
sample yarns. 
Our group of 16 mostly NYMS members came with different interests and levels 
of expertise:  knitters, weavers, artists, as well as mushroomers. The class 
covered the history of fungal dyeing, the basics of the dye bath and mordant-
ing, and creating a sample yarn card. We were given preprinted cards with the 
dyes and recipes so that we could attach our dyed yarn samples and be able to 
duplicate the process later.
Alissa provided each participant with a silk scarf to dye and take home.  
She demonstrated various techniques of shaburi and resist dyeing and we  
were able to experiment using blocks and clips and bands.
Part of the process involved shaking out dye material that had clung to the 
scarves. After dyeing was complete, we took to the street and in a manner  
similar to a pack of wet dogs, shook and snapped the fabric free of bits of  
clinging dye material. (This is where an apron comes in handy.) A bit messy,  
but great fun and a beautiful day! Our finished scarves showed the variety  
one can get from the same dye pot using different techniques. 
A few of our members had been collecting in anticipation of the workshop so 
that we had a very good palate to work with. Ethan Crenson and Tom Bigelow 
provided Phaeolus schweinitzii, known as dyer’s polypore, which produces  
a wide range of yellow, mustard, and dark green depending on the mordant  
and pH modifier used. 
The Tapinella atrotomentosa (formerly Paxillus atrotomentosus) they each con-
tributed gave us rich shades of brown. Tom also brought in Hydnellum scro-

biculatum for a dark gray and Hapilopilus nidulans for a lovely dark purple. Gary 
Lincoff collected Boletus subvelutipes (a first for Alissa), which gave us a deep 
gold. Ethan provided the Pisolithus tinctorius used as the dye bath for the silk 
scarves. 
The overall organization of the class was great and the take-aways were  
so helpful. The photo and description sheet of Northeast Dye Mushrooms  
is chock-full of good info with color photos by Noah and  
is handy to take into the woods. I enjoyed the workshop  
and hope to do more dyeing with mushrooms soon.  
Great program!
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 ©2014 Photo by Alice Barner  
Hericium (bear’s head)

Croation Mushroom Hunt (part 1 of 2) 
By Alice Barner 
It wasn’t exactly a trip to find the mushrooms of Croatia, but you know how it is 
with mushroomers, they can’t help looking for mushrooms wherever they are. 
My daughter, Elizabeth, and I started in the inland of the country, in the capital, 
Zagreb. The very first night’s dinner was risotto with black truffles and perfectly 
grilled lake fish, and I knew we’d come to the right place. We rented a car, 
which was more exciting than you might think.  Elizabeth lives in England and 
drives on the wrong side of the road. I hadn’t driven a stick shift in years.  
(It was the second day before I found there were FIVE forward gears, not four.) 
We survived touring the Zagorje, the northern mountain area near Slovenia, and 
visiting the castles on the tops of the hills. We had it pretty well worked out after 
a few days and were ready for the open road. 
Next stop was Lonjsko Polje, a nature park full of wonderful old wooden houses 
topped with huge stork nests, and wetlands known for their hundreds of variet-
ies of birds. Unfortunately the storks were all in Africa and the Spoonbills in 
Egypt, and the mosquitoes very much there. Even without the storks it was a 
beautiful place, and so laid back that they just gave us the key to the nature 
preserve and told us just to drop it at the next little town. All the houses that 
rented rooms were closed for the season. However, after several stops with 
conversations like “blah, blah, blah, German word, blah, blah, blah, English 
word, blah, blah, blah”, we found our way to a local house that was totally 
locked up. The neighbor had a key, and another neighbor came and crawled 
under the house to turn on the water, and we were gifted with four eggs from 
the hens, and then were on our own for the night in this wonderful 200-year- 
old house. 
The next day we had to make a decision about taking a shortcut through Bosnia 
or a very long way around through Croatia to get to Plitvice Lakes National Park.  
We were warned that Bosnia was poor, their roads were bad, and it would take 
forever to get across the borders. 
Before we jumped in, we had a wonderful lunch atop a hill overlooking the 
river Una and the border town of Kostajinica. The town was about to celebrate 
their annual chestnut festival, so we had a beautiful truffle pizza followed by a 
scrumptious chestnut dumpling.
Not only did we go through Bosnia, we even spent the night there, awakened 
very early by the muezzin from the neighborhood mosque. Roads were fine, 
people were helpful, and it saved us hours. There are, however, many sad signs 
of the war on both sides of the border; lots of abandoned houses and bullet 
pocked walls. 
Plitvice Lakes are an incredible eight kilometer string of 16 lakes surrounded by 
dense forest. There is a sequence of waterfalls and cataracts that plunge from 
one to the other of the lakes, which makes for a fabulous place to hike and wear 
out your camera. It’s also very wet and had the first mushrooms we’d seen.  
Not just any mushrooms.  As we walked into the forest on a wooden walk-
way, with sign after sign that said “DON’T LEAVE THE PATH AND DON’T PICK 
ANYTHING”, I spied a tree about 50 feet away absolutely covered with Hericium 

(bear’s head). This would try the rule-following ethics of any mushroomer to the 
edge, and we weren’t immune. From there on, we spent more time looking at 
the trees than at the waterfalls, and finally, there was a nice one, only about four 
feet from the path. Except that there were hundreds of people on that path, and 
they all checked out what we were doing, and it was really awkward. But with 
a little subterfuge involving taking close-ups of the mushroom, we managed to 
get a small handful for the morning’s breakfast. 

©2014 Photo by Alice Barner 
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Midwest Mushrooms (part 1 of 2) 
By Laurie Ann Murphy
It is no secret that the Midwest is filled with fungi but I had no idea to what 
extent until I visited my family in October. Foraging in the New York-New Jersey 
area has been disappointing for the last year or two, partly due to lack of rain-
fall. In contrast, Minnesota, where my parents live, and Wisconsin, where my 
sister resides with her family, have higher than average watershed levels, and I’d 

heard about the abundance of fungi from my parents for months. They told me 
mushrooms were growing everywhere in their suburban yard in Minnesota. My 
dad would try to describe them to me over the phone and I would always say 
I can’t possibly identify them without an image (my parents don’t have a com-
puter or a smart phone). “Don’t eat them,” I warned. “I will identify them when  
I visit.” Once I did visit, I began to wonder exactly why I live in an urban environ-
ment, especially when I’ve developed such a passion for fungi. 
I flew out to spend time with my family in late September. Upon disembarking 
from my parents’ van in their driveway, I immediately went into survey mode, 
scanning the front and back yard for fungi. My father is a retired landscape 
architect, so my childhood yard has over 150 trees on a quarter acre, as com-
pared to the neighbors’ four or five trees around cookie-cutter suburban lawns. 
Right away I found clusters of deadly galerina (Galerina autumnalis) on the 
ground in the front yard and, close by, another dark brown species, as well  
as a tiny white fungi on a pile of mulch, neither of which I was able to identify. 
My sister visited the next day from Wisconsin and brought a large bag filled with 
three large clusters of maitake (hen of the woods; Grifola frondosa) for me. She 
said there were many more in her yard. I had hardly been home for 48 hours 
and I’d already seen more fungi than I did all year in New Jersey and New York 
City. I started to think I might have to relocate on a yearly basis during prime 
harvesting times. 
Excited by the abundance, I decided we had to go forage at the nature center 
across the highway from my parents’ house. My father would be the perfect 
companion. He had taken us foraging every year as kids for shaggy manes 
(Coprinus comatus) and we would fill the back of our station wagon with the 
aromatic fungi. At that time I absolutely would not eat mushrooms, especially 
because this particular species was offensive to my sense of smell. Eventually, 
however, when my dad would eat steak, I would steal the conventional canned 
button mushrooms, sautéed in butter, from his plate. He never complained once.
It had rained the night before and I was excited at possibly finding hen of the 
woods at the nature center. I knew there were a lot of oak trees there. We 
walked into the nature center, a place I have known since I was a child. We 
weren’t that far in on the path when I noticed white, strangely deformed mush-
rooms all over the ground. These were sweetbread mushrooms (Clitopilus 

prunulus). My father couldn’t believe the sheer volume, and started to harvest 
them, even though I told him it wasn’t necessary. I too was struck by the vol-
ume of fungi all around my feet. Another park walker called me over to a spot 
ahead where he pointed out two giant puffballs (Calvatia gigantea). Someone 
had kicked one apart, but the other was intact and was the largest I had ever 
seen. I didn’t have a tape measure on me—my equipment was back in New 
Jersey. I called my father over and the smile on his face was the brightest one 
I had seen from him in a long time. I picked up the puffball and placed it in my 
father’s hands to take a photograph. From that moment, my dad was hooked 
and didn’t want to leave the nature reserve even though sunset was approach-
ing. We walked the long outer trail and I spotted a tree full of oysters (Pleurotus 

ostreatus), which I showed my father before I harvested the good ones. We 
walked on and hit another area of the trail covered in fungi, at least three more 
varieties. I collected samples of each to identify and we eventually exited the 
park, my father proudly carrying the giant puffball in a shopping bag. 
(Ed: Part 2 will be published in the next NYMS newsletter.
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What’s in That Package 
of Porcini? (cont’d from p.7)
With increased globalization in trade, 
the world is now seeing increasing 

amounts of mushrooms and fungi 
from afar, both fresh and dried. It is 
no secret that for some time now a 

lot of dried porcini are being exported 
from China. But is it true, as a 2002 
online source says, that 60% of Italy’s 
imported porcini is from China?  

Anyway, the Southeastern European 
porcini, Chinese porcini, and Italian 

porcini can all be packaged and sold 
in Italy or exported as “Italian” porcini. 
I recently checked out a dozen Italian 
stores and fancy food emporiums (I 
saw no signs of any Chinese porcini 

mentioned on any packages; what 
was in some of those bags is any-
body’s guess). Every bag that I looked 
at was packaged in Italy (most were 
from Umbria) with 2 possible excep-
tions. Two Italian companies, VicFun-
go and Merlini, first list their Veneto 
homebases but also list Serbian and 
Bulgarian addresses under the Merlini 
name. Their labels also clearly list the 
four European porcini species, unlike 
any of the other packages that I saw. 
Both of these products looked good 
with nice-sized pieces, and in the past 
I found the VicFungo product to be 
excellent with great depth of aroma. 
Considerably cheaper in the market-
place is the current Urbani/Urbani 
Truffle product. Because of the 2001 
Urbani package described above, 
my curiosity led me to buy a pound 
bag. I found the aroma underwhelm-
ing and the pieces very small. Unlike 
the English mycologists mentioned 

above I don’t have access to do DNA 
sequencing but I will be taking a look 
at some of these spores and cuticles 
as well as those of other products.

Osso Buco with Mushrooms  
By Eugenia Bone (From her new book The Kitchen Ecosystem) 
This is my father’s osso buco recipe. Like all of his cooking, it is simple, honest, 
and savory. I always have leftover bones, some meat, and a bunch of vegetable 
remnants soaked in gelatin and fat. This makes an awesome base for a lentil, 
chickpea, or bean soup. Just add the beans and water and cook until the beans 
are tender. (Throw in any leftover mushrooms and the gremolada, too.) I’ve 
made this recipe with elk shanks, too. Awesome, though they need to cook a bit 
longer. You can use any mushrooms, or a combination, in this recipe. (Serves 4) 
4 pieces veal shank, 1 ½ to 2 inches thick (about 2 pounds)  
Flour for dredging  
2 tablespoons olive oil  

2 garlic cloves | 

½ large onion, chopped (about 1 cup)  
1 large carrot, chopped (about 1 cup)  
2 tablespoons fresh basil, chopped (or 2 teaspoons dried)  
Salt and freshly ground black pepper to taste  
1 cup white wine 2 cups crushed tomatoes  
2 tablespoons butter  
½ pound mushrooms, sliced (about 2 cups) 
For the Gremolada  
2 tablespoons minced flat-leafed parsley  
1 tablespoon minced garlic  

1 tablespoons minced fresh sage or 1 teaspoon dried 

1 teaspoon lemon zest 
Preheat the oven to 400 ̊F. Place about ½ cup of flour on a plate and dredge  
the veal. Heat the oil in a large oven-safe pot with a fitted lid (I use a 12-cup  
Le Creuset pot). Brown the veal shanks, about 5 minutes on one side, then  
add the garlic cloves. Brown the shanks for about 5 minutes on the other side, 
then add the onion, carrot, 

basil, salt and pepper to taste. 
Continue browning the shanks, 
cooking until the onions are 
soft, about 5 minutes more. 
Add the wine, lower the heat to 
low and cook for 10 minutes, 
until the wine evaporates, then 
add the tomatoes and butter. 
Cover and simmer the osso 

buco for a few minutes to  
meld the flavors, and then 
place the pot in the oven.  
Cook for 30 minutes. 
Remove the pot and add the 

mushrooms. Lower the heat 
to 350 ̊F and return the pot to 
the oven. Cook for another 30 
minutes until the shanks are 
meltingly tender. 
In the meantime, prepare the 

gremolada. Combine all the 
ingredients in a small bowl. 
Remove the shanks and serve 
garnished with the gremolada.

©2014 Photo by Ben Fink
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